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Abstract
Many authors have reported that tracheal
stenosis is a complication that can follow tracheal intubation in both adults and children.
The symptoms, when they do appear, can be
confused with asthma, with subsequent treatment providing only mild and inconsistent
relief. We report here the case of an 8 year old
girl admitted to our hospital for whooping
cough that was not responding to therapy.

Introduction
Many authors have reported that tracheal
stenosis is a complication that can follow tracheal intubation in both adults and children,
with an variable incidence between 0.6 to
11.38%.1,2
The main risk factors associated with tracheal stenosis are, the time spent intubated,
tissue hypoperfusion and intubation related
trauma.3,4
The symptoms can appear immediately after
extubation, or sometimes days later and can
include tachypnoea, difficulty in breathing,
noisy breathing when asleep, tracheal tug and
distended jugular veins in deep inspiration.
Chest X-Rays generally look normal,
although sometimes show signs of lung hyperinflation.
The symptoms, when they do appear, can be
confused with asthma, with subsequent treatment providing only mild and inconsistent
relief and in some cases, inappropriate treatment can persist for many years.

Case Report
We would like to report the case of an 8 year
old girl admitted in hospital for whooping
cough that was not responding to therapy.
Her past medical history revealed that after
birth at 34 weeks she was admitted to a NICU
for neonatal respiratory distress, where she
was intubated with a 3.5 mm uncuffed tube
and ventilated for 10 days without apparent
complications.
Once she was discharged she experienced
signs of stridor until she was 3 months old.
The symptoms then progressively improved
until they completely disappeared.
We also found that the patient had two or
three episodes per year of difficulty in breathing, which was successfully treated and controlled with inhaled Salbutamol.
From the age of 6, the patient did not have
any respiratory problems other than occasional
noisy breathing.
The whooping cough winch she was admitted for, was present constantly for the previous
6 months and was worsening. We performed
spirometry that showed anomalies during the
inspiratory and expiratory phases despite the
use of beta 2 agonists.
Her chest X-Ray revealed hyperinflated
lungs without any pleuroparenchimal lesions.
After a week of treatment with beclometasone and fluticasone/salmeterol, the patient
was not showing any signs of improvement in
terms of symptoms or spirometry.
Thus, taking into account her past medical
history with a prolonged tracheal intubation,
we decided to perform a bronchoscopy.
The bronchoscopy was performed under
sedation and showed severe subglottic stenosis due to a concentric membrane that caused
a narrowing of the trachea, but below the trachea the respiratory tree was found to be normal (Figure 1).
After removing the tracheal membrane, the
patient was asymptomatic without any more
signs of respiratory distress.

Discussion and Conclusions
Several authors have reported tracheal
stenosis post intubation since the ’70, some
other even when the intubation was only for a
short period of time.5,6
It has been demonstrated that the trauma
during intubation, situations of hypoxia or
hypoperfusion, cuffed endotracheal tubes and
the length of the intubation period are all risk
factors for tracheal stenosis.
The cause suggested by many athors is a
tracheal localized ischemic necrosis and an
excessive granulation tissue formation with a
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process of scar contracture.7-10
Usually, for adult patients admitted and ventilated in Intensive Care, an early tracheostomy is performed to avoid the consequences of
a prolonged intubation.
However, controversy still remains as to the
correct timing of when to perform tracheostomy in children, considering that children usually need to remain intubated for longer than
adults.
In neonatal intensive care it’s traditionally
recommended to utilize the uncuffed endotracheal tubes because in children younger of 8
years the narrowest point of the airway is at
the level of the circumferential cricoid cartilage. Furthermore, to intubate with the cuffed
tracheal tube it’s necessary to utilize the tube
of smaller diameter and that creates large
increases in airway resistance during mechanical ventilation.11
The experience of Black et al. on 2953 pediatric patients intubed by uncuffed tubes in
intensive care unit reports that none of the
patients had clinical symptoms of acquired
subglottic stenosis.12
For against other Authors showed that the
use of cuffed endotracheal tubes in pediatric
patients not associated with an increased risk
of subglottic stenosis and morevover avoid the
unwanted aspirations of gastric contents.13-15
Although the positive experience of many
authors, the described case show that also the
uncuffed endotracheal tube can create the conditions for the damage of tracheal mucosa.
The damage sometimes can be caused by
the maneuvers of intubation but more likely is
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Figure 1. The bronchoscopy shows severe
subglottic stenosis; below the trachea the
respiratory tree was found to be normal.

due to the movement of the tube within the
trachea particularly during the weaning of
mechanical ventilation period, when the child
make the movements and probably also the
endotracheal tube have some movements who
causes damage of tracheal mucosa. That can
create the condition favorable for future tracheal stenosis.
It is very important to take an accurate past
medical history in children who have specific
respiratory problems such as moderate respiratory difficulty, noisy breathing, frequent
cough or abnormal results in the spirometry
with a poor response to the therapies.
When there is a history of endotracheal
intubation, even for a short period of time
(therefore to be considered not only during an
intensive care admission but also if the child
underwent intubation during general anesthe-
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sia); it is recommended to perform a bronchoscopy in order to exclude a tracheal stenosis.
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